There are various options available to you and obviously this is all dependent on
your personal requirements, but we can adapt to any options that you may have as
we are here to help you and give a professional private investigation service
whatever your query.
Here are some of the services that Intime investigations can offer to assist our
corporate clients;
Surveillance
Covert and Overt surveillance play a major part in fraud, corruption and theft in
any
business. With the use of our company infiltration specialists who work completely
undercover and undetected in organisations gathering evidence of wrong doing
amongst
employees.
Background Check & Employee Verfication
Intime Investigations provide an efficient and precise background checking
services,
Integrity checks, criminal record check, reference checks, criminal records (CRB)
check, ID
verification.
Our checks will enable you to make more informed decisions when either hiring or
investing
in someone.

Process Serving
Intime Investigations are quick, responsive, experienced and professional process
serving

and enquiry agents,serving documents throughout London and the whole of the
UK.
Effecting service of all types of legal documents on respondents in the UK for
more that 15
years.
Mobile Phone Forensics
Information can be quickly retrieved and recovered from any mobile phones and
computers,
this includes contact lists, SMS messages and various deleted information.
Tracing Debtors
Intime Investigations are tracing specialists and can accurately trace and locate
absconding/ missing debtors throughout the UK and Internationally.
Find an ex-business associate who you need locate.
Company Infiltration
Intime Investigations can supply you with one of our highly trained surveillance
personnel to infiltrate your business as an undercover operative and
provide the evidence you require.
Executive Close Protection
Intime Investigations can supply highly experienced SIA registered body guards/
close protection personnel to protect you, your family or
valuables/ assets anywhere in the UK or Internationally.
Our team of elite close protection personnel all come from a ex forces/ military
background and are passionate about the work they carry our for long standing
private and corporate clients.

UK or Global Asset Bank Search
We can perform Financial Investigations and Hidden Asset searches to locate funds, property, shares,
bank accounts or any other assets in the UK or Internationally.

GPS Vehicle Tracking
Our vehicle trackers are state of the art and are a very cost effective method of gathering information
on the movement of a cheating spouse, a dishonest employee or a fleet of company vehicles. Real
time trackers and loggers are available for immediate fitting.

Fraud Investigations
Intime Investigations has extensive experience investigating fraudulent activities in various corporate
and retail environments, we are able to investigate fraud Worldwide with an unprecedented success
for many years.

